
Scores 
PHYSIOLOGICAL 

RTS-Revised Trauma Score 

-assigns values of0-4 to GCS, SBP, & Resp. Rate 
-each measure is weighted & summed 
-high score= high P (s) -varies from 0 to ~8 

(T-RTS-triage version ofRTS, values are summed & not weighted) 
to produce integers 0-12) 

TS-Trauma Score 

-assigns values for SBP, RR, Resp. expansion, capillary refill, & GCS 
-measures are summed for a value of 1-16 
-high score =high Ps 

Anatomical 

AIS-severity code of 1-6 assigned to each of 7 body regions 
(Abbrev. Inj. Scale) 1-minor 6-unsurvivable 

ISS-3 highest AIS scored body regions, AIS scores are squared and summed for value of 
(Inj. Sev. Score) 1 to 75. 

AP-value of A, B, C, or D= the square root of the sum of the squares of the AIS scores 
(Anatomic Profile) for injuries in that component. 

-4 body regions of injury (A, B & C have AIS of 3 to 5) (D has AIS of 1-2) 
A =head/brain/spinal cord B =thorax & non-spinal cord neck C =all other serious 
D =all non-serious 

A&P 

TRISS-combines RTS or (TS), ISS, pt age & type of injury (blunt or penetrating) to 
calculate Ps. Ps>0.5 for non-survivors & Ps<0.5 for survivors are statistically 

"unexpected outcomes". 

ASCOT-combines AP, RTS variables, type of injury & refined description ofpt age to c 
calculate Ps. (GCS & A have highest wt among each phys. & anat.) 

(severity characterization of trauma) 



PRE-CHART 

W -statistic 

RTS/ISS pairs below & to left of Isobar have Ps>0.5 
(unexpected deaths below) 
RTS/ISS pairs above & to the right of Isobar have 
(unexpected survival above) Ps<0.5 

Z-statistic - quantitates differences in actual # of deaths (or survivors) and predicted # of 
deaths (or survivors). \Z\> = 1.96 produces significance of0.05. 

want neg Z value for mortality (predicted exceeds observed) 
want pos Z value for survival (observed > predicted) 

(m-statistic- represents match between study & baseline pt groups, range 0 to 1, closer to 
1 better match). 








































